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Conclusions Fig. 1B Input and output waveforms and frequency sweep
of transistors T1 and T2. In general, the size of transistors and the
mutual inductance are important parameters. Increasing the size of
transistors enhances the collector-base voltage gain. However, since the
losses of the transistors increase, the load impedance should be
increased. The load resistance increases the losses of the transistor. The
mutual inductance also increases the losses of the transistor, since the
losses in the inductor also increase. Fig. 2 EMI reduction of transistor
T2. In the second stage, the emitter resistance of transistor T1 is
removed. The resistance between the collector and emitter forms a
parallel RLC circuit, which is shunted by the bypass capacitors C1 and
C2. The parallel RLC circuit provides very low impedance at low
frequency ranges. Thus, the emitter resistance of transistor T1 is the
major part of the impedance of the transformer T2. Fig. 3 Output
voltage waveform and frequency sweep of T2. When the collector
voltage of transistor T1 is low, the voltage between the collector and
emitter of transistor T1 is low and the voltage at the base of transistor T2
is also low. Since the voltage at the base of transistor T2 is low, the
collector current of transistor T2 is low. This will cause low collector
voltage. Fig. 4 Circuit of LTC2925 (T2). The collector of transistor T2
is connected to the secondary winding of the transformer T2. The base
of the transistor is connected to its emitter. The collector current is
proportional to the negative resistance of transistor T2. Fig. 5 Low-noise
amplification circuit f678ea9f9e
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